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w 
like Degas, and the feverish Besnard for whom no 
color orgy is loud enough to express the vehemence 
of his soul. 

Through various influences it developed into a 
French liaptation of pre-Raphaelitism and became 
thorougR!y fin de si6cle, as was explained.in the last 

number of THE ART CRITIC. De la Rochefoucauld, 
Maurice Denis, Pissaro, Steinlen, Schwabe, Khnopff, 
etc., do their best to make the symbolists interest 
ing, and Henri Martin, the most talented of them 

all, will probably sooner or later be represented at 

the Luxembourg, making symbolism a school which 

can no longcr be overlooked by art historians. 

PUVIS DE CHAVANNES. 
I have seen thousands and thousands of pictures 

in my life, and yet I do not recall half- a dozen 

which have made such a lasting impression upon wie 
ag " Le Pauvre Pecheur" in the Luxembourg. In 

the beginning I also laughed at t__ey 

Ast morose coloring and archaic-like drawing; and 

cracked jokes at the expense of the poor fisherman, 
who takes his fate so seriously to heart, and his wife 

wh@shou ld su#y have something else to do7u7nde 
^the circumstances) than to pluck flowers. But 
whenever I revisited the gallery, I do not know how 
it came about that I stood a longer time before this 

canvas than any other, and after leaving Paris it 

grew steadily upon me. Hardly a week passes that 

it does not haunt me in my waking dreams with its 

muddy and chalky colors. 
The vagfue and yet exalted idea of this picture, 

its rugged, exaggerated simplicity, and its eccentric 
individualism is sure to contain some fascination for 
everybody. It is sacerdotal to be sure, also deca 

dent, crazy if you will, and contains at the same 

time somethingf both seraphic and demoniacal. 
People like to call Puvis de Chavanuies a modern 

Fiesole, and then think that'they have satisfactorily 

classified him. There is really nothing but an ex 

terior similarity between these two masters. True 
enough, both are fond of using chaste, subdued and 

languid colors and drawing with meagre, hesitating 

lines whicH leaves something unexpressed, but in 

their method and intention they have nothing in 

common. 
Fiesole undertook something which was really be 

yond the domain of painting and entirely indepen 

dent of his technique. Chavannes also undertakes 

something which is beyond the domain of painting, 

but realizes it just with the peculiarities of his tech 

nique. To get color, n 6 4er is Chavan 
v k 

nes' principal aim; while Fiesole was above all else a 

devout Catholic and considered color merely as one 
of the means to express devotion. 

Therefore, if one is bent on classifying Chavannes 
one might term him a colorist of striking original 

ity; he is really a fanatic of color, who knows of no 

restriction in his work except the limits of color 
itself. While others endeavor to express the brill 
iancy and violence of color Chavannes solely strives 
to fathom the psychological qualities of color, the 

poetrv and sentiment it is capable of, in short, its 

musical charm. 
Chavannes is a Liszt in colors, who in " strikiuog" 

a color, strikes the nerves. One can hardly ex 

plain his innovation in any other terms. He does 

not care to tell a story or give an impression, but is 

determined to extort revery from the looker on, to 

call forth an association of thought, unavoidable at 

the view of certain colors. The pictures of most 

artists demand knowledge, study and. the ability of 

adaptation to understand the painter's idea, while 
Chavannes' frescoes arouse original sentiments and 
thoughts. 

Many will object that this effect is not merely de 

rived from his coloring, but that he is at times a 

poet of epic breadth, ruling over heroic conceptions 
and proportions. 

Of course nobody can deny that. One has only 

to look at the gigantic canvas of his " Winter" in 

the Hotel de Ville, Paris: An immense snow land 

scape lined by quiet dark forests and distant blue 

mountains. Woodcutters fell a tree, ideal, beauti 
ful forms in their frugal simplicity. The poor 
gather brushwood. A father warms the naked feet 
of his little child over the open fire. One of the 

laborers gives a piece of bread to a poor woman, 

who again divides it with an old man,-still poorer 

than she,-resting against a ruined wall. In the 

background hunters pass by with their spoil. 
The cruelty of winter and the naive grandeur of 

genuine humanity has never been expressed in a 

simpler and more characteristic manner. But after 
all he cares little for form and idea, as he is always 

willing to subordinate them to the rythms of color, 

to such an extent that some figures are meaningless 

and in impossible positions. This, however, can 
not be termed incorrect, as Chavannes only knows 

too well what he is doing. He draws each spot of 

color of such size and shape as is necessary to coni 

trast with the surrounding ones. Nor are the flesh 

tints of his nudes copied from the model, their 

values are determined in the same manner. If for 

instue,e a patch of &reel demands a more rosy nu 
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dity thlan a patch of blue he colors them accord 

ingly, and that is why his wood and water nymphE 

have such entirely different complexions. 
Chavannes' method is exactly antipodal to the 

classicism of David. The Empire artist wanted 
form, with a slight addition of color to throw the 

form into relief; the president of the Academie des 
Beaux Arts wants color with a slight addition of 

form to throw the color into relief. 
No matter whether he paint religious, historical 

or symbolical pictures he cares only for a skilful 

combination of color spots. He invariably paints 
the simple " song of a color" as it hums in his 

mind, absorbs his feeling, and voluptuously rises 
and falls with its growing and fading cadences. 

Every one of his pictures has such a motive, and 

he experiments with his greys, greyish greens and 
blues, violets, purples and pale golds, until he has 
forged them together into a heroic symphony or a 

simple adagio, always of a uniform chalky grey 

appearance which banishes reality and calls forth 
revery. 

One has called that " decorative painting " with 

a condescending or averting gesture, and really a 

comparison with oriental carpets and medieval tap 

estry, which is after all nothing but a game of cross 

questioning of colors, is hardly out of place. Yet 

does this not mean a recovery of self-consciousness 

for painting and a return to her original character 

and vocation? The art of painting has expressed 

events, emotions, thoughts, etc., why then should 
it be refused to her to express color! 

Whether Chavannes' frescoes will some day repre 

sent the beginniDg of a new art of painting, I can 

not say, but I firmly believe that it is one of the 

phases which will eventually lead to a new art. 

ROCOCO. 
PARIS, HOTEL ROCOCO. 

The boudoir of my hostess suggests something of 
.a private chapel as well as a harem. The toilet 

table receives the homage of a high altar, and a 

prie-dieu guarantees for the piety of her ladyship, 
while a broad divan with huge cushions thrown 
about in orgiastic confusion, betrays that after all it 

is not so serious. 

As I pass the half-open door, I see my beautiful 

and dainty Marquise blonde comme les bl4s, as Musset 

makes Fortunio sing in his exquisite but ratger 
broad comedy " Le Chandelier," putting the last 

touches to her afternoon reception dress. It is pe 
culiar as usuial, all in white, with a stiff collar that 

reminds one of Maria Stuart, and puffed sleeves 

that remind one of Katherine de Medici, draped on 

-the breast like a portiiere to some sanctuary, while 

the skirts suggest the flowing robes of Memlings' 

angels of the Annunciation. 
All in white, with hair cut short in frbont, and 

falling in long loose curls from the temples and the 

back of the head, in the fashion of the fifteenth cen 

tury, she looks like one of the innocent pages of 

Bellini or Mantegna. 
And yet society considers my beatutiful and 

dainty hostess somewhat demi-monde. Gossip 
reports that she has scratched her initials more than 

once with her diamond ring on the looking glasses 

of fashionable cabarets like the Maison Dorg, Cale 

Anylais and tutti quanti. The Marquiise's few faults 

have alway proceeded from the tenderness of that 

sweet little cardiac arrangement which she calls her 

heart. She finds it impossible to say " no " to any 

body who asks her a favor, the result, of course, ine 

vitably being that an unfair advantage is taken of 

her generosity. 
On the staircase, the balustrade of which is one 

of those wild fantastic carvings of Carabin, repre 

senting naked furies and maniacs tumbling down in 

pell-mell confusion, I meet two little girls, children 
of the Marquise, veritable embodiments of one of 

the strangest idiosyncrasies of taste that have ever 

haunted a pitiful old maid, I mean Kate Greenaway. 

Little tots just budding into life, dressed like blase 
ladies of fashion and tir ed grandmothers, seem 
almost a parody on the purity of childhood. 

And in a corner of the vestibule where the light 

filters in through stained glass windows, depicting 
ascetic saints in ecstacy, sits Angelica, the oldest 

daughter of the Marquise, reading in feverish haste 
"1 La Demoiselle en Or " by Catulle Mend6s. An 

gelica is invariably dressed in skirts too short for 

her age, entirely in pink or sky blue, with stockings, 

long and black as the night. 

Since I have been a guest at the Hotel Rococo, I 
wander about its rooms as if in a dream; there 

is something which depresses me, a thought to 
which my mind has not yet given birth. I am unable 

to collect my senses, because everything here seems 
to be expressly made to excite and confuse one's 

senses. It is all unsymmetrical, disharmonious, 
thrown together without taste, and yet so sug 
gestive ! 

On entering the parlor, I do not know whether I 

have strayed into the box settings of a stage room or 

into a museum; everything is so unnatural and over 

crowded. 
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